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At present a great interest is caused by the problem of the 
origin of spin phenomena in different .r eac t i.ons at highenergiesJ 1/• 

The energy independence of the polarisation in a r:umber (}f processes 
(for example, in inclusive hyperon processes) in a wide energy inter
val is revealed experimentally. This may be an indication that in 
other reactions, includinB elastic, a weak energy dependence of spin 
effects can be expected as S ~ 00 and fixed transfeT momenta. 

The perturbative QeD, valid in the range where ail kinematic 
variables are large, leads to the power drop of spin effects with 
growing energy/2/. However, in/)1 it is shown, that in the range 

of fixed transfer .momenta QeD can lead to a weak energy dependence 
of contributi~ns to the spin-flip amplitude: 

m Y1t,' (i ) -_l!(li,~L ~ ------q--2------
Lnt s) a J(m •Urrnon-flip t q 

which are connected with the exchange of the two-gluon state in the 
t-channel (for example, the gluon ladder). Quantitative calculations 
in QeD are at present impossible in the range of large distances,which 

6/necessitates the use of model approaches. Note that some models / 4
for the description of scattering at small angles lead to spin e£fects 
which do not disappear as S ~ 00 • 

In this work, we consider' consequences of the model/61 which 
allows us to obtain the contribution of surrounding hadron quark

-antiquark pairs, which are regarded approximately by as n -mesons. 
In this case spin effects naturally arise which slowly change with 
growing energy. 

Note that early in the framework ~f this model we calculated on
ly the contribution of the nucleon state in the s-channel. rhe 
contribution of higher resonances was taken into account with the 
use of a phenomenological parameter for the description of polari 
sation effects of pp-scattering/ 7/• As a reSUlt, the obtained in the 
model amplitude was about th~ee times smaller. In 181 it is pointed 

," that the inclusion of a ~33- ~sobar in the s-channel leads to an 
effect of that sort. ~n this work, we calculate the contribution of 
the nucleon and ~33- -tecbar in the intermediate state to the spin
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flip amplitude of pp- and pp-scattering. The consideration of the 
strong form factors in the corresponding vertices and preasymptotic 
contributions in the meson-nucleon amplitude allowed us to describe 
correctly spin effects in pp and pp high energy scatterinG without 
introducing the phenomenological parameter. 

Let us consider the nucleon-nucleon scattering. The contribution 
of diagram ' GI to the sciattering amplitude with an N( A-isobar) 
in the intermediate state looks as follows: "I 

2 
A1 A2 _ 9rrNNCA) I 4 2 2 2 2 

T 'N(A)Cs,t)--~----4- d q TrrN(s:t)~N(A)[Ck-q),q )~CA)[Cp-q),q )

lC2rr)
 

A:. A (2) 
r 1 2Cq , p , k) 

~ _________________N(bl 
([ q2_ ~CA) + -i~H Ck-q)2- 112+i d[ Cp_q)2- 112+ 1~) 

Here ;\1' A2 are relevant helici ties of nucleons; is theI rrN 
scattering - rrN amplitude; r I a matrix element' of the numerator 
of diagram ; ~, the vertices functions, which were chosen in a 
dipo-le form wi th the parameters (3N£A) 

Using the light-cone variables and integ~ating (1) we obtain for 
the sp,in-flip amplitude~ 

2 1
 

TNCA)Cs,t) = ~UNN(~l '~CA) rdX·x5.TnNCSCl-X),t).

2C2rr} J' 

o 
dCq • r+- Cq p k) 

·J-(q~-:-d)(~~~:-d~~~~:~;)2(~12~-~)2 (3) 

q/ = qi + xCp-k); d = C~CA)- X ~)Cl-X) + 112X 

a = C~CAJ- x ~)CI-X) + ~(A}x 
The matrix element of the nucieon intermediate states contribu

tion has the form: 

+I'N = IJ. MN Cx-l) 7 

where IJ. is t~e transfer momentum. 
For the ordinary choice of the lagrangian of 

,2 

the rrNA - interaction and propagator (see example/ 9/ )A33 
we have: 

AA A _ A 1. AA A ~ A 
fA I 2= uCp)lCq+M - 3 pk - ~(~~l(kq)+ (~Qlk_=_tkQ1Q) UCk)2

A)[Cpk) 3MA 3MA . 

As a result,' we obtain ~or the helicity-flip matrix element: 

f!-~ A {Cpk)CxMN + M + ~(XMN - MA) A) 

~C~Ql~kQl (xMN + 2M
A) 

+ ~ (Cpq) + (kq))CxMN - MA) } ,
M[ A 

where 
xMi

(4)
 

(pkJ =.a ~2
I'~ + 2 ; Ckq) = ~~-~-~ + --2

Cpq) = ~~_~~__ x (~ + A
2) 

2x + ----2------ - A.lq.l ' 

Note that in integrating integrals (3) the X ~ 0,9 range is essen
tial, which makes necessary a correctly consideration of the contri 
bution of a sufficiently-low-energy range s ' ~ O. ls • 'For this,. in 
this work, in calculating integrals (3) we use the s~in-non-flip 

amplitude obtained by us in /10/ with, l/~ terms, which descri 
bes the experimental data of meson-nucleon scattering in a wide energy 

range. 
The consideration of isotopic factors in integrala (3) leads to 

the following expressions for the amplitude of Inl interaction: 

T+- = 3TN- + 2T!- . 
(5 ) 

As a result, the contributions of Nand A - states compensate essen
3 3 

tially each other in elastic processes, whereas they are summed up in 
charge-exchange processes. This highly increases the magnitude of the 
spin-flip amplitude in n-p ~ nOn reactions. The meson-baryon 
vertices functions are chosen in the dipole form: 

~ _:?_lK~l (6)
9NCA)(L2,~~ ~CA)) (f5NCA) - i2)2 

with the parameters: 
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energies is shown in fig.1. The change of the p61arization in sign
~ == 3. 4CGev2) , r1 == 1.5CGeV2) 

at It I ~ 0.'6 Geva is connected with the form of the calculated 
spin-flip amplitude and its more sharp change in the range of the 

and C ouplin.g constants: diffraction minimum is connected with the change of the sign' of the 

2 g2
~iWI = 14.6 ; -~~~ = 21 CGev2) , 

which corresponds to/11/. 'Note that t hee e values of the parameters 
were used by us/12 / in calculatine the spin-flip amplitude of the 

charge-exchange process n-p ~ nOn ,which correctly repro
duces the basic feature of the spin-flip amplitude determined with 
the help of the amplitude analysis of the experimental d~ta at 
PL =l.j 0 Ge V • Emphasize, that in view of the essential compensa

tion in (5), the values of these parameters are especially important 

in the case of nucleon-nucleon scattering. As a result of fixing the 
values of these parameters, our model has no freely varying parameters 
of the spin-flip amplitude of nucleon-nucleon scattering. 
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The polarization of pp and pp-scatte
rinp; at:
 

a) PL = 200 GeV; b) P = 300 GeV;
 L 
c) H. = 3 TeV 

(-~PPj----PP)' 
3 4 

ItIGeV' 

The.obtained spin-flip amplitude allDws us to derive the pre
dictions for polarization effects of pp- and pp-scatteringw To 

this end we used the spin-nonflip amplitude obtained early in/7/. 

The calculated polarization of pp- and pp-scattering at different 

imaginary'part of the spin-non-flip amplitude. In the range of low 

) 
"It I < 0.1 Gev2 it is also necessary to take account of the contri 
butions of the interference of hadron and electromagqetic scattering 
ampli tUdes/13/ and a possible contribut·io'n of the two-gluon state 
to the spin-flip amplitude/3/. 

Fig .. 2. 

ANN of pp- and pp-scattering at: 

a) PL = 300 GeV; b) PL. = 3 TeV 

(--Pp;--- -pp). 
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The behaviour of the spin correlation parameter ANN is 

shown in fig ..2. As is seen, the value of ANN becomes essen
tially large in the range of transfer momenta corresponding, as in 
the case of polarisation, to the position of the diffraction minimum. 
It should be noted that the predictions obtained here differ from 
the ones made earlier/1/ in the main in the range of large transfer 

momenta It I '> 2 <ae.l • The cause is that in this work we have 
used the strong form factors for the vertex nNN and nN~ 

which fall essentially more slowly than the electromagnetic form 
factors used early. It should be emphasized that the model leads to 
the same energy dependence of the spin-flip and spin-non-flip ampli
tudes. GonsequentlYI the spin effects obtained on its base don't 
disappear in the asymptotic energy range. This behaviour of the spin

the mOdels / 4 /.Hence,the model predicts-flip amplitude is typical of 
large values of the polarization and spin correlation parameter 

which decrease slowly from 20% to 10% at III ~ 3 Gev2 with inc
reasing laporatory enerey from 300 GeV to 3 TeV. Also note that the 
polarizations of pp- and pp-scattering will coincide above energies 

j) 
PL > i 'T'e V 

Thus; the dynamical model developed here, which ta~e8 into 
'account the effects of Lar-ge distances, the contributions of Nand 

- - i s oba r excitation in intermediate states with strong forml 63 3 
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factors in the corresponding vertices, allDws UB tD Dbtain the 
spin-flip amplitude Df l'JN-scattering withDut intrDducing a free 
parameter. The model leads tD large spin effects in nucleon-nucleDn 
scattering. Note that the results obtained here differ frDm the pre
dictions of other models!14/ at energies abDve 1 TeV. Thus the po
larizatiDn research on UNK will prDvide information about the origin 
of spin effects at large distances. 
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